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Set along the highways of the U.S. heartland, the story follows the journey of an ex-cop who is
inadvertently thrust into a fierce struggle between the FBI and the Chicago underworld, both of
which are searching for a missing federal agent who holds the key to the syndicate's demise. A
Chicago cop quits the force and finds himself threatened by the Mafia. How do I get those two hours
back?? The writer couldn't get anyone to make it for him, so he made it himself! He should have
listened to the experts. The worst is watching the directors commentary and hearing how dead
serious the guy is. He truly believes his story and the movie he has made are great. Pathetic!!
There is simply not enough to this movie to warrant writing ten lines of text about it, it was the worst
movie I have ever seen and if you've got nothing better to do than watch it, I recommend watching
grass grow or cutting your toenails! Anything would be better than sitting through this waste of
resources A Better Way to Die starts in Chicago where a cop named Boomer (writer & director Scott
Wiper) witnesses the murder of his partner Carlos (Carmen Argenziano) during an undercover
operation, he decides to leave both Chicago & the force & head out to the sticks to be with Kelly
(Natasha Henstridge) the woman he loves. En route he finds himself dodging bullets & fighting for
his life when he is mistaken for special agent Harrison James (Jefferson Moore) who the mob wants
because of a computer chip with informant information on it & the Government wants him because
of, well a computer chip with informant information on it. Seemingly everyone wants him dead as he
tries to work out a solution to the situation he finds himself in...
Staring, written & directed by Scott Wiper this wasn't anywhere near as bad as I was fearing, in fact
I'd go as far as to say it's a fun little action flick without ever being spectacular. The somewhat
predictable & often routine action thriller script doesn't take itself too seriously & is fairly light
hearted in tone, the character's are decent & the dialogue is alright even though it resorts to
constant use of profanity & bad language on occasion. It moves along at a brisk pace & is never
boring although the action scenes are somewhat repetitive & are a little low key, don't expect car
chases & explosions every five minutes because you will be disappointed if you do. My main problem
with A Better Way to Die is that every time it starts to get good the pace slackens & it never quite
reaches the dizzy heights of greatness, every time it starts to get good the scene just fizzles out into
nothing. The fight in the burning barn at the end & the shoot-outs are average action sequences
rather than great ones & as a consequence A Better Way to Die is a touch forgettable, it's a good
solid film which you can sit down in front of if it's on TV for free & waste 100 odd minutes in it's
company happily enough but by the next morning you'll probably have forgotten all about it & I
certainly don't think it's worth spending a lot of money on buying the DVD.
Director Wiper does a fine job here, it looks pretty nice & although the action scenes are distinctly
average they are well shot & choreographed. It's just a shame about some of the poor editing during
the shoot-outs, was this cut to get an 'R' rating? Is that why some of the shoot-outs look so choppy?
Those outside the UK will have no idea what I'm talking about but while looking at the credits I
noticed one of the producers was named Graham Taylor, I can assure everyone that it's a different
Graham Taylor to the ex-manager of Watford, Aston Villa, Wolverhampton Wanderers & the Graham
Taylor who had a disastrous time in charge of England when The Sun likened him to a Turnip when
they superimposed his face on one of the vegetables all over their paper after we lost to Sweeden!
Swedes 2, Turnips 1 was the headline... Still, at least us England fans can look back on it & laugh
now, then again maybe not.
Technically the film is fine, it looks nice enough with decent cinematography & production values.
The action sequences could have used beefing up a bit, I mean one blown up car & a blown up shed
isn't much to get that excited about. The acting is fine, although there are some fairly experienced
names in the cast the likes of Lou Diamond Phillips, Natasha Henstridge & Joe Pantoliano they have
very little screen time & are more cameo appearances than anything else.
A Better Way to Die is a decent little action film, it's light hearted & has decent character's & an OK
story but it didn't quite reach the heights of greatness for me I'm afraid. It's also rather predictable
at times & nothing that we haven't seen before. If you can catch it on TV for free then go ahead but
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don't spend good money on it. Good but not great. 646f9e108c
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